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The Kaiser and his entourage were exultant at the effect of their
intervention ; while the Czar and his nationalist courtiers were
bitterly resentful, and it was evident that Russia could not
accept another such humiliation without forfeiting her status
as a Great Power.
§ 179. germany and agadir.—While this storm-cloud was
gathering over the Near East, another was scudding up over
the North Sea. Fundamentally the Anglo-German quarrel was
between a satiated state that had gained all it wanted in the
world and an ambitious one that could only attain its ends at
the expense of the other. Bismarck had said that Germany
was " sated " by her triumphs in Europe, but times had changed.
In her new mood she craved for a share in the domination of the
globe, yet everywhere the way seemed to be barred by Britain
and her sea-power. The new generation of Germans had been
brought up on doctrines which fed their national self-esteem
almost to bursting-point. The philosopher Nietsche, though
he hated Prussianism, idealised the ruthless non-moral power
of the " Superman," and declared that weak individuals and
nations must go to the wall to save the human race from degen-
eration. Treitschke, for twenty years Professor of History at
Berlin University, taught that the state was the centre of man's
existence, and war the medicine for sick peoples ; the British
Empire was rotten to the core, and would crumble at the first
touch of Germany's vital force. All patriotic Germans believed
that the extension of their power would be for the good of the
world, since their Kultur, with its infinite capacity for taking
pains and its marvellous organising power, was the highest
form of civilisation.
Of this spirit William II was the most conspicuous spokes-
man. He could not, of course, admit that he looked forward to
the overthrow of Britain, but he was always talking about
Germany's right to " a place in the sun," and glorifying the
armed forces that would gain it for her. Britain was very
slow to take up the implied challenge. It was not until the

